Letter of Agency

By agreeing to the terms and conditions, you authorize and appoint National Energy LLC as its non-exclusive agent to act on its behalf in respect to energy matters, as they apply to the following:

1. Requesting bill copies for all accounts
2. Obtaining competitive electric and natural gas price quotes
3. Billing history and usage requests
4. Authorizing the release of load profiles, interval data and consumption history
5. Obtaining ICAP tag and PLC values
6. Capacity charges

This Letter of Agency in no way binds me to the purchase of any service from any company and is to be used for the sole purpose of determining my offer price of electricity or natural gas service.

This appointment of agent shall remain in effect for a period of one year from today's date, unless terminated in writing by Customer.

Customer understands that their signature may be required on additional data release documents required by their utility. The Customer understands that nothing contained in this Agreement obligates the Customer to pay National Energy for any of these services unless the Customer chooses to enter into an agreement directly with a third party supplier, or directly with National Energy. In the event a supply contract is executed, the Customer understands that National Energy's fee will either be included in the price that Customer pays for energy on the bill received from the energy supplier or the utility, as applicable.
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